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ABSTRACT 
The aim of’this paper is to characterize, up to isomorphism, 4dimensional second 
order Bernstein algebras. 
INTHODUCTION 
A Bernstein algebra (A, w) over a field K is a commutative hark algeh 
(that is, w : A -+ K is a nonzero algebra homomorphism) that satisfies 
for every x E A, where the plenum/ powers of an element x are defined 
recursively by 
A second order Bernstein algebra (A, w) over K is a commutative baric 
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algebra that satisfies 
for every x E A and is not a Bernstein algebra. 
Readers are referred to [2], [3], [4], and [5] for information about general 
results in these algebras. 
PRELIMINARIES 
In the following let K be a infinite field of characteristic different from 2, 
and (A, o) be a second order Bernstein algebra over K. 
It is known that second order Bernstein algebras always have idempotent 
elements. If e2 = e is one of these idempotent elements, then A has a Peirce 
decomposition A = Ke $ U @ V, where Ker w = U @ V, V = {x E 
Alex = $}, and V = (X E Ale(ex) = O}. We will let N = Ker w, C = {x E 
Vlex = O}, and I,(A) be the set of idempotent elements. 
A is called coherent if for every e E I,(A) one has C, # V,, and 
noncoherent if for every e E I,(A) one has C, = V,. It is said to have double 
presentation if there exist e, e’ E I,(A) such that C, # V, and C, = V,<. 
It was proved in [l] that dim U (and so also dim V) does not depend on 
the particular idempotent element, so we can define type A = (r + 1, s), 
wherer=dimUands=dimV(son=dimA=r+l+s). 
Some known results are the following: 
(1) if type A = (1, s), then A h as only one idempotent element; 
(2) if A has type (r + 1, s), then s > 2; 
(3) if type A = (r + 1, s), then A2 is a Bernstein subalgebra or a second 
order Bernstein subalgebra, and its type is (T + 1, s’) with s’ < s. 
The following relations hold: 
(4) u” c v; 
(5) NC c U @ C; 
(6) (eV)C” c U; 
I. ALGEBRAS OF TYPE (I,3) 
Since these algebras have only one idempotent, they may only be coher- 
ent or noncoherent algebras. 
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1. Noncoherent Algebras 
THEOREM 1.1.1. Let A = Ke @ V be a .second order Bernstein algebra, 
type A = (1, s), s > 1, and A noncoherent. Then the following properks 
hold: 
(1) v2 # 0; 
(2) vx E v, 431 = 0. 
The converse also holds, that is, if A is a commutative algebra, c’ is an 
idempotent element in A, and A = Ke @ V, where ec = 0 for every u E V, 
dim V 2 1, and conditions (1) (2) b a ove are satisfied, then A is a second 
order Bernstein algebra, of type (1, dim V) and noncoherent. 
Proof. Evident. 
So classifying noncoherent second order Bernstein algebras of type (1,O) 
is equivalent to classifying S-dimensional algebras satisfjkrg (1) and (2). So, 
from now on, A = Ke CTS V will denote a noncoherent second order Bern- 
stein algebra of type (1,3). 
LEMMA 1.1.2. dimV’ = 1 or 2, and (V’)’ = 0. 
Proof. Linearizing PI = 0, we get: 
(I) x’(xy) = 0 and 
(2) x’y” + 2(xy)’ = 0 for every x, y in V. 
If V’ = V, then there is a basis {c,, c2. u3) in V such that c f = ~5 = 
u:; = 0 and {~,c~,u,zj~~,c~~J is a basis of V. Brrt if u: = auluZ + /~u,u~ + 
yu,~,, and we apply relation (2), then 2~.? = 0 and so V’ = (0). Contradiction 
comes from the assumption dim V” # 1,2. 
Finally, we will see that (V *)’ = 0. It is evident in case dim V’ = 1. Let 
us suppose dim V2 = 2; then b>r Theorem 1.1.1 we can find W, , w2 E V such 
that (~c;f,w%} is a basis of V” and (zuf)” = (~5)’ = 0. By using relation (I), 
we get u;~(u;,zG~) = w~(w,w~) = 0, and so C,W~ E Ann\‘“. Consequentl) 
(2L’,u)“) ’ = 0 and wFw& = 0 by relation (2). ??
PROPOSITION 1.1.4. If dim V 2 = 2, then th e multiplication in A satisfies 
ez = e, ezji = 0 = vf = ui = v1v2 for i = 1,2,3, and 
2 
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PROPOSITION 1.1.3. Zf dim V2 = 1, then A = Ke @ V with e2 = e, 
evj = vf = 0 for i = 1,2,3, and 
4 A& 
4 A;3 
VlV2 = 42 hl- 
VlV3 43 
‘2’3 
A123 
In addition, every algebra in the above form, with some A # 0, is 
a noncoherent second order Bernstein algebra of type (1,3) and with 
dimV2 = 1. 
In addition, every algebra of the above form with rg[ A] = 2 is a noncoher- 
ent second order Bernstein algebra of type (1,3) with dim V 2 = 2. 
THEOREM 1.1.5. A noncoherent second order Bernstein algebra of type 
(1,3) is isomorphic to one of theform A = Ke @ K(v,, v2, v,) whose nonzero 
products conform to one of the cases appearing in the following list: 
Case 1. dimV2 = 1 and V3 = (0): 
A(1): e2 = e ug = v1 ~3” = au1 [y”] 
Case 2. dim V 2 = 1 and V 3 # (0): 
A(2): e2 = e v1v3 = v1 
A(3): e2 =e 0,” =ul vlvg = VI 
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Case 3. dim V” = 2 and dimV” = 1; 
2_. A(4): e2=e ug-uo2. ujgug= 
A(5): e2 = e ~3” = o, 0~0~ = 
247 
u 1 
0, 
Case 4. dimV’ = 2 and dim V” = 2: 
A(6): e2 = e ui2)a = 211 GZVG = au, 
[where ~(6Xa’) = ~(6)(a) if and only if (Y(Y’ = 11 
(CT E K”) 
A(7): e2 = e zjr~i~ = vi COVE := o1 + v2 
A(8): e’ = e c103 = ti2 c2~;3 = cryzi, + cq (1 + 4a @ K’) 
A(9): e2 = e D,U~ = o2 c,c, := (YV, (o 6 K”) [Y7] 
where the matrix on the right gices the necessary and suj$cient conditions for 
two algebras in the class to be isomorphic, that is, 
A(l)(a) ==A(l)(cw’) CJ 3y~K* (Y’= [y’]q 
A(9)(a) -A(9)(d) - 3y~K* (Y’= [+]cr. 
Proof. We will consider the four cases: 
-1. dimV2 = 1 and V” = 0: In this case we can take a basis (w,, u;?, wtc:{) 
of V with w, E V2. Consequently 1~: = W,Wg = u1w3 = 0. Let f he the 
bilinear symmetric form over V’ = K(u;~, wa) given by xy =f(~, !/)w,. 
Since this bilinear form is diagonalizable, we can find a basis {v,, c:J of V’ 
with 2;2vs = 0, u; = (YW,, vj2 = PzL’, (a E K”). SC ) our algebra A is isomor- 
phic to A(~)((Y-‘p). Conversely, every algebra A(1) is a second order 
Bernstein algebra of type (1,3), is noncoherent, and satisfies dim V” = 1 and 
v” = 0. 
It is easy to see that A(l)(O) is not isomorphic to A(l)(a) for every 
cy E K”. If (Y E K* is a fixed element, then for every (Y’ E K* such that 
oo’-’ E (K*)2, the algebras A(l)(a) and A(lXa’> are isomorphic. Con- 
versely A(l)(a) = A(l)( a’) implies that CY(Y’~ ’ E (K* 1”. 
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2. dimV2 = 1 and V3 # 0: We can take a basis {01,v2,v3} of V with 
v1 E V2 and v2 E AnnV” n V. So vivj = hijvl for some hij E K. We will 
distinguish three different situations: 
(i) If ~2” # 0, then the obtained algebra A is isomorphic to A(3). 
(ii) If vi = 0 and v2v3 f 0, then A = A(2). 
(iii) If v% = 0 = v2v3 we get again that A 2~ A(2). 
Moreover, A(2) and A(3) cannot be isomorphic, because (AnnV2 n VI2 = 0 
in A(2) and (AnnV2 n V)’ f 0 in A(3). 
3. dim V” = 2 and dim V3 = 1: In this case we take a basis (vi, v2, v,} of 
V with vs E V - V” and vi, v2 E V2. By Lemma 1.1.2, V3 = W2 = (Kv, 
+ V2)V2 = (Kv,)V’ = v3V2. So Lo3 :V2 + V 2, that is, a linear application 
with rank one, must have minimum polynomial x2 or x(x - a) where 
(Y E K*. In some suitable basis, its coordinate matrix (Jordan) is 
In the first case A is isomorphic to A(4), and in the second case it is 
isomorphic to A(5). The algebras A(4) and A(5) cannot be isomorphic, 
because V4 = (0) in A(4) and V4 # (0) in A(6). 
4. dim V2 = 2 and dim V3 = 2: In this case there is va E V - V2 with 
03 2 = 0. The minimum polynomial of Lv3 : V2 -+ V2 may be: 
(i) x - (Y or (x - (Y)(x - p) with cr # p. In this case A is isomorphic 
to A(6). 
(ii) (x - (Y)~ with CY E K*. In this case A is isomorphic to A(7). 
(iii) x2 + crx + p with cx2 - 4p E K 2 (that is, x2 + (YX + p irre- 
ducible in K[x]). So A 1: A(8) if (Y = 0, and A = A(9) if cx # 0. 
Considering that {L, : V 2 + V2)v E V - V”} = (L,,.jy E K] and that the 
minimum polynomial of Lyoy is 
in case (i) (x - ycr) or (x - ycr)(x - rp), 
in case (ii) (x - ~a)~, 
in case (iii) x2 + yax + y”P, 
We conclude that algebras in A(6) cannot be isomorphic to algebras in 
A(7), A(8), or A(9), and similarly for the rest. 
Finally, if i,j E {1,9} and CY, /3 E K*, then A(i)(a) = A(j)(p) if and 
onlyifi=jandcr= y2@forsomey~K*. W 
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2. Coherent Algebrus 
LKMMA 1.2.1. IJet A he (1 coherent .second order Bernstein nigebra of 
t!ypc’ (1. .\.I Then 
(1) if C is 0 subset of V with codim C = 1, then V’ C C,, 
(2) if dim C = 2 and V’ C C - eV, then Ce = 0: 
(3) if dim C = 2 and V7 = C, then C’ = 0. 
Proof. (1): Since it is known that VC C C (we [4]), it suffices to prove 
that u” E C, where c, E V - C. Hut 0,’ = wg + hc, with w, E C implies 
that d3’ = ZL’,~ + h’t~~, where u‘:~ = wg + 2hwgl;, E C, and consequently 
0 = G!;] = w_, -t Aic,, where w,$ = w;i + 2hLwI~, E C. Then A = 0, as WC 
wunted. 
(2) and (3) ;lre proved in a sin&r way to the corresponding statements in 
Lemma 1.1.2. ??
In the rest of this subsection A = Ke @ V will denote 8 coherent second 
order Bernstein algebra of type (1,3). 
DEHNITION. A basis {o,, u,. u?} of V is called stnndard if it satisfies 
1;, EC and vL = CD,. 
{{ ac, + PC,> YV,, t,c, + ‘$2 + yv,}la, y E K* and P, 5,, 5, E K). 
PKOPOSITION 1.2.3. 
(1) IfdimV’ = 1, V” c eV. theu there rxist A,,j, A,:,, A,, E K, not cl11 of 
them equal to zero, nnd a stnndurd basis with the product gicen by 
and the other products zero. Concersely, eoey algebra in the previous f~mn 
i.s a coherent second order Bernstein algebru of type (1,3) such that V” c eV. 
We will denote such that V2 c eV. We will denote such an algebra by 
A( A,M 1 A,,3 > A,,). 
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(2) A(&,, A,,, A,,) = A(&, A’,3, A’,,) ifannonly $there exist cx, y E K* 
and c,, c2 E K such that 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 1.2.1 and Proposition 1.2.2. ??
PROPOSITION 1.2.4. 
(1) If A satis-es dim V2 = 1 and V” = eV, then there exist 
A,,, A,,, A,,, A,3, A,, E K, not all of them equal to zero, such that the 
multiplication table of some standard basis is given by 
e* = e, ev3 = 02, vf = A,,v,, u,; = Aas”?, 
2j,2j2 = 42~2, VlV3 = 43~2, “2% = A,,v, 
and the other products zero. Conver.sely, every algebra in the above form is a 
coherent second order Bernstein algebra in which V” = eV. We will oknote 
such as algebra by 
A(A,,, A:,,, A,,, A,,, A,,). 
(2) A( A,, , . . . , A,,) = A( A', , , . . . , A\,) if and only if there exist LX, y E K* 
and /3, [,, 5, E K such that 
A 11 
A 33 
A 12 . 
A I3 
A 23 
Proof. (1): It is enough to consider that if {vl, v2, un) is a standard basis, 
then vi E Ku, and vF1 = 0. 
(2): Apply Proposition 1.2.2. ??
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PHOPOSITION 1.2.5. 
(1) If dimV’ = 2, th en there exists M E M,,,(K), rank R/1 = 2. alrul (I 
.stnrdnrd his .such that the multiplication tahlc is cz = v. rz‘ 1 = 62, 
z.z 
Y’ - 
a 
G[, 
0 Y 
0 0 
-rP - YP5, 
0 
0 
_ QP 
0 
g& 0 0 0 
y/3 0 0 0 
Y- - 0 0 0 
CY 
--rP52 Y 3%) Yc? 
--cup” 0 a cup 
- yp 0 0 y 
Cn.w 1. dim V’ = 0: 
A(1): (‘2 = e (‘1’ 1 = 1’? 
A(2) 
A(3) 
44) 
A(S) 
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Case 3. dim V” = 1 and V” = eV: 
(a) C(eV> + (0): 
A(6): e”=e ev3=v2 v,“=v2 v,v2 = vg 
A(7): e2 = e ev3 = v2 v,v2 = vs 
(b) C(eV) = (0): 
A(8): e3=e ev3=v2 v:=av, v2v3=v2. [y’] 
A(9) : ep=e ev = v2 
A(lO): e2=e evt=v, 
v; = Ge v2 = (Yvp 3 WI 
v,vg = 2;2 
A(ll): e2 = e ev3 = v2 vi = ce 
Case 4. dimV’ = 2 and V(eV) P eV: 
Case 5. dim V’ = 2 and V(eV> C eV: 
where the matrix Di[y] on the right (when it appears) expresses the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for two algebras in one class to be 
isomorphic, that is, 
A(i)( cx) = A(j)( cy’) e i = j and 3y E K* (Y’ = Di[y]cx. 
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Proof. By Propositions 1.2.3, 1.2.4, and 1.25 we know that all thr 
algebras in the above list are coherent second order Bernstein algebras of 
t>-p (1.3), there are no more algebras. and two of them in a different class 
arc not isomorphic. 
II. AL(:EBKAS OF TYPE (2.2) 
WV will use the following definitions in a second order Bernstein algebra: 
(i) A is called nuclear if A = A’. 
(ii) A is called 2-wclenr if A’ is a nuclear Bernstein algebra. 
(iii) A is called 2-e.rclusice if A’ is an exclusive Bernstein algebra, i.e.. A’ 
is a Bernstein algebra and U’ = (0). 
Notice that if A is a second order Bernstein algebra of type (2,2), then A 
is nuclear, B-nuclear, or 2-exclusive. For this, we only need to use that a 
3-diInertsionu1 Bernstein algebra is either nuclear or exclusive. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(ij) 
A;,, + A;, = 0, 
A? +2A’ =O 22 
A’,), A;,, + ;IA;,)“‘= 0, 
A" A' +A’.A’ =O IP 01 I3 11 
(A;,, >” - 2 A;;, A;,, = h, 
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(6) A:,,& + A&h;, = 0, 
(7) A;,A;,, + 2A/),A;, = 0, 
(8) A!& A;,, + A;, A& + A;, A$ = 0, 
(9) A:;, A,],,, + A;;, A;,, + 2A;, A;,, = 0, 
(IO) A:;,(2A;;, + 2A;, + A;,) = 2A:',A;,,, 
(11) A;,,(4A& + A;, - 4A;, + 2A;,) = 4A:',A:,, + 2AO,,A& - 2A;,A;,. 
Proof. We will consider the lineal operator S := Id - 2 L,. This opera- 
tor satisfies S(r) E V for every x E N, and S(X) = 0 if and only if x E U. 
In general, if x = x,, + x,, then S(x) = X, - 2ex,. 
By [2, Propositions 1, 21 we know for every x, y E N and z E V: 
(i) S{e(xy) + 2(ex)(ey)} = 8[e(ex)][e(ey)]. We get (1) and (2) by making 
x = u, y = o2 and by making x = y = cp respectively. 
(ii) z”(e=> E V. Linearizing this expression, we get uiu, E U, 0: E U, 
u,(uIuZ) E U, that is, (8), (3), and (4) respectively. 
(iii) eu3 + u(eu”> = 0, which gives (9). 
(iv) S{u”(ez) + U(UZ>} = 2u[e(u~) + u(ex)] and S{uz’ + 4(uz)(ez)} = 
2u[es2 + 2(e-)“I. So making z = v1 in the first equation and z = v2 in the 
second, we get relations (5) and (6) and relations (7) and (11) respectively. 
Linearizing the second one and making z1 = u, and z2 and v,, relation (10) 
is obtained. ??
COKOLLAHY 2.1.2. With the above conditions, A:, = 0 = Ai, = Ai, = 
A&. 
THEOREM 2.1.3. Let [A] E M,,,(K) be the matrix associated with the 
product in Proposition 2.1.1. This mntrix is equal to one of the following 
m&rices: 
(i) i;f Ai,, # 0, then 
0 Aho A;, 
0 0 0 
[A] E ; ':, ; ; 
0 
0 A;, 0 
0 0 0 
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(ii) tf A:,, = 0, then 
PI = or 
0 0 0 
A;;, 0 0 
A& A;,, 0 
A:‘, 0 0 
A& A& 0 
A','? Aj2 0 
In addition, each one of these matricrs is associated \\itll a secorrtl o&I- 
13ernsteiu algebra satisfying the conditions in Proposition 2.1.1. 
Proof. 
Cc~sc~ (a): A;,, # 0. We know that A;;, = 0, A;, = 0. A:‘, = 0, A;;, = 0. 
Ay2 = 0, and Ai, = 0 by using (5), (6), (71, (9), (IO). md (1 1) in Proposition 
2.1.1 rwpwtiwl~~. 
Ca.w (1,): Ai0 = 0 # A;,,,. 13~ Ilsing the tact that /I, == ( f', II, I;, ) i\ 
;L nuclear Hernstcin algebra, we dcdwe that ILL’, = 0 = l;f. that is. Ajj, = 
A” = 0. II 
Caw (c): A;,, = 0 = A;,,,. It is eiiough to consider the pm-ious corollan~. 
Convcwc~l~, each matrix in the ahove forms drfiiws ;I second-order Berrrstc~iil 
..ilgcbra. ??
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Proof. Use [2, Propositions 2, 61. ??
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. Zf A is nuclear of type (r, 2), r > 1, then U2 Z 0. 
Proof. Let us suppose U” = 0. By using that U(W) ‘+ W2 C U J2, 
Propositions 2, 61, we can deduce that U is an ideal of N = Ker w. Then the 
quotient algebra N/U = T is 2dimensiona1, and it must satisfy T” = T and 
x141 = 0 for every x E T, which is impossible. ??
Now we will prove that there are no noncoherent, nuclear Bernstein 
algebras of type (2,2). To get this we will use the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.2.3. If A is nuclear of type (2,2), then either u3 # 0 or 
d3’ # 0. 
Proof. Let us suppose u3 = u13] = 0 and denote u2 = vup. If {e, u, vi, v2] 
is a basis of A, with v1 E V, then the multiplication in A satisfies u2 = 02, 
uvp = vf = 0, and the rest of the products are given by 
where some h!. f 0 because A is nuclear. By using [2, Proposition 21 we 
know that for every .z E V. 
(i) S{u(uz)] = 2u[e(uz)], whence, making z = v,, we get A;, = 0; 
(ii) S{uz’] = 2u(ez2), whence, making z = xvi + yvz, we get Ai,Ai, = 
hi, Ai, = 0, which implies Ai, = 0 by nuclearity of A; 
(iii) S{u2z2 + Z(UZ>~} = 2&z”) + 8(e(uz))” + 2u2(ez”), which im- 
plies Ai2 = 0 on linearizing and substituting for vI and c2. 
Finally, A nuclear and A:,, = Ai2 = 0 imply Ai, # 0 and so vi4] # 0, 
which is a contradiction, because A is a second order Bernstein algebra. ??
LEMMA 2.2.4. Let A be nuclear of type (2,2). 
(1) Zf u3 # 0, then AnnA = Ku3 and u131 E Ku3. 
(2) Ifu 3 = 0, then Ann A = Ku[~]. 
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Proof. (1): We know, by Proposition 2.2.1, that {e, u, u2, u3} is a basis of 
.A. If we denote II 3 = o1 and up = u. z ) then the multiplication table of N is 
By using [2, Proposition 21, we have: 
(i) S{V,G~) = 21~(uz;~), so A;2 = 0 and AT2 = 2Al,,. 
(ii) S{uz”} = 2u(ez’) E Kc,, so A:, = AT, = A& = 0 and consequentI\ __ 
A:;, = 0. 
(iii) a[.‘1 + 2u”u3 = 0. so tic:; + 2c,c, = 0. But u2;; E UN c V and 
COG, E u, so 1‘6.; = CsD1 = 0 and consequently A& = A’,‘, = At, = 0. 
(iv) u’u[‘31 + 2(u”)’ = 0 and so A:, = Ai, = 0. 
(2): We know that uu L31 = u’u[“l = 0, bv [2, Proposition 21 and becausc~ 
(n[‘11)7 = 11”’ = 0 for eve? second order Bernstein algebra. ??
Proof. Let us suppose that there is a nuclear noncoherent second order 
Bernstein algebra A of type (2, 2). By Lemmas 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 we ha\~~ two 
possibilities: 
(i) If 1~‘~ f 0, then {e, u, u2, IL,~} is a basis where Ann A = Kfi” and 
(u’)’ = 611” for any 6 E K. We may suppose that 6 E (0, l}. If we consider 
the idempotent element TV’ = e + ti + u7 + (2 + 6)7~” and an element 1~‘ = 
au + pn” + yz~” of N, then e’rc = ((r/2)21 + au’ + (a + p + S~)II i. 
Therefore. dim(e’N) = 2, which is impossible, since A is noncoherent. 
(ii) If 11” = 0, then II [? # 0 arid in a similar wa\. wv obtain il contradic,- 
tion. ??
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not all of them zero, such that the products of A are given by e2 = e, 
eu = +u, u2 = vS, and 
and the rest of the products are equal to zero. 
Conversely, every algebra in the above jkrm is a nuclear second order 
Bernstein algebra of type (2,2). 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1.3 and Proposition 2.25. 
DEFINITION. 
(1) A basis (e, II, cl, Go} of A, A nuclear, is called standud if 
ep = e eu = +u, U e =v2, an d G, E AnnA 
(that is, the multiplication table of the algebra in Theorem 2.3.1). 
(2) If (A,, Ah2, A:,) # (0, 0, O), we will denote by A( A:, Ak2 
algebra in Theorem 2.3.1. 
,) A&) the 
PHO~OSITION 2.3.2. Let (e, u, c,, ve} a standard basis of A. Then: 
??
(1) of {e, u’, vi, v;} is another standard basis, then there exist LY, j3 E K” 
such that u’ = (mu, v’, = (l/p)v,, vk = ff2c2, and 
(2) L,,(A) = {e + pu + (2p’A2 + 2p%& + p4A\,)v, + p’v,)p E K}. 
(3) If err = e + pu + f(p)vI + p’v, (f(p) := 2p’ + 2p’A3hh2 + p4AL2) is 
another idempotent element, then {e”, u”, v;, II’;) is a standard basis, where 
U ’ = u + 2(2A,p + 3A;,p” + 2A;2p’)v, + 2pv,, 
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Proof. (2): Rernemlxr that I,,(A) = (d’]ln E A, w(n) = 1) = {(CJ + 
au + PC, + yc,)[.‘Ila, p, y E K}, and express ant1 sinqdib the, abow 
product. 
(3): It is known that U,,,, = L,:,,(N) and V,,. = Ker Z,$(N), where IJc. 
clenotw the left multiplication b\z c.“. as usual. It is enough to make thr 
needed calculations. ??
NOW:.. By Theorem 2.3.1, c~erv nuclear second order Bernstein algebra 
is isomorphic to one of the form A( A,, Al,, , A\, >. By Proposition 2.3.2. 
A( A>, A;:,, Atip > = A( A,, A:,, , A!,,) if and only if’ there exist p E K and 
CY, p E K* such that 
l- 1. 
A(1): “Gz = c, 2 CL = au, [-a 6C (K*)“] [y’] 
A(2): c; = c, 
A(3) : cm2 = u, cj = 13, 
A(4) : uu, = 0, 
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Moreover, A(l)(a) are coherent algebras, and the algebras 
A(Z), A(3), A(4) have double presentation. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2.5, we know that these algebras are either 
coherent or with double presentation. Let A = A(h,, A;*, A;,). 
Case (1). If A is coherent, then for every p E K, A, + A& p + A;* p2 
f 0. 
(a) If Ai, # 0, then we take p = - A&/2Ai, and we know that A is 
isomorphic to A( Ai,, 0, A’,,), where AL = A, + Ah2 p + Ai2 p2. Since A\ # 0, 
if we consider p = l/c~‘A,, then A is isomorphic to A(l, 0, cr’A&), where 
A;* = PA;,, and 1 + At2 p” # 0 for every p E K, since A is coherent, which 
is equivalent to saying that -A$ P K”. So A is isomorphic to one algebra in 
the family A(l)(a), -(Y E K”. 
(b) If Ai, = 0, then Ahe = 0, (since A is coherent), that is, A is isomor- 
phic to A(l)(O). 
Case (2). If A has double p resentation, then there exists p E K such 
that A, + Ai), p + AL, p’ = 0. 
(a) If Ai2 # 0, by taking such p we get that A is isomorphic to 
A(0, A$, Ai2), and now we know from the above Note that A(0, A’,:,, Ai2) is 
isomorphic to another A(0, A’$, Ai:) if and only if there exist (Y, p E K* 
such that 
Now, on setting P = l/a4At’ 22, A is isomorphic to A(0, crA’&, l), which gives 
cases A(2) and A(3) if A’$ = 0 or A’$ # 0 respectively. 
(b) If Aiz = 0 then Ah2 # 0. Making p = - A,/A:, and /? = l/a3Abe, 
we get that A is isomorphic to A(4). ??
4. 2-Nuclear Algebras 
In this subsection A will denote a 4-dimensional 2-nuclear second order 
Bernstein algebra, that is, A2 is a nuclear Bernstein algebra of type (2,l). We 
will denote .&’ = {A4 E MqX2(K)I M # [0], m,, = 0). 
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TIIEOKEM 2.4.1. A has a basis such that the multiplication table i.E giwrl 
bY 
Proof. Let e’ = e be an idempotent element of A, and A = Kc @ U @ 
V the associated Peirce decomposition, dimU = 1, dimV = 2. Then A’ = 
Kc, $ U CB U” is a Bernstein algebra with dimV = 1. So if WC take SOIIK~ 
0 # 11 E U, c, = u2, and c2 such that {c,, c’} is ;r basis of V, WC cm see tlut 
{r>, 11, 61, z;~} satisfies the above conditions. Conversely, such an algebra is ii 
S-nuclear second order Bernstein algebra. In fact. conditions in .&’ assuw 
that there is some element a in A, with w(a) = 1, such that a”” # a”‘, biit 
a[” = a[,‘1 for every such element, because A’ is a Bernstein algebra :mcl so 
#I = ((py’l = ((1q4 = (pl 
(1) If A is 2-nuclear of tjpe (2,2), we SW that M EJ&’ is associated to A , 
with respect to a basis {e, II, cl, c2}. called stcdarcl, if the product satisfies 
the conditions in Theorem 2.4.1. This matrix will be drnoted 
(2) Two matrices of A are congruent if they are associnted to the same 
2-nuclear algebra. This congruence is an equivalence relation in A’. 
(3) If a,-y~ K* and /3 E K. then ra p,v : 1 +.d% is the applicatiort 
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(4) If p E K, then rP : .N +A% denotes the application defined by 
0 A, + h&p + (& - 2A:,)p” - 2A&p3 
A;i2 + 2 A:‘, p A;, + 2( A;, - 2h&)p - 6A’:, p2 
= I Ai2 - 4( A;,)‘p - 4( A;,A’:,)p2 7-c P> A’:, A;, - 2A:‘, p 
where 
r(p) := Ai2 - 2(2A;,A;, + A;& + 4(3(Aj;$ - AyzA;,)p’ 
+ 16( Ai Al’,)@ + 4( A:,)‘p4. 
PROPOSITION 2.4.2. Let M, M’ he two matrices of 
congruent if and only if there exist LX, y E K* and /3, p E K such that 
M’ = rr,, P, &-r;,( M )I. 
Proof. Let A be a 2-nuclear algebra, and M the matrix associated to the 
basis (e, u, vl, v2}. Then proof follows from the two following facts. 
,2 (1) If I > e IA’, u;, ok} is another basis of A, such basis satisfies eu’ = iu’, 
u =vl,,ev; = 0 zz U’v; = v;“, ev; E Ku’, if and only if there exist (Y, y E 
K* and /3 E K such that u’ = CYU, v; = (Y’c,, v; = y(pv, + a”~,). So 
evb 
U’V; 1: U' ,2 = “a p y , up (M)L 1 v; . V;V; 
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(2) If Z is another idempotent element, then there exist p E K such that 
F = (’ + P11” + gc ,. We can now take ii = u + Zpc,, Ca := v,, 6, := 
_ %A:;, p + A:‘? p’)n + 62. Then {C, U, E,, Co) is a basis of A satisfying P” = C. 
(‘I, = g $ = j,, SC, = cc, zz 6; = 0, ;ind 
.A( I). 
A( 2) 
;\(,I). 
A(1): 
:\(5): 
A(6): 
A(7): 
.\(h), 
,t( 9): 
‘\( IO). 
.A( II): 
‘t( I”): 
A( I:<): 
A( 1.4) 
,:; = cyc, 
(a E K*) [Y’l 
[y21 
(cu~K*) Iv’1 
tchcrc tJu> matrix D[ y] on the right gioes the .rufficient and nectssaq 
umlitiorufor two algebras be isomorphic~ that is, A(i )( a’> E A(.jX 2%) if and 
onl!y if i = ,j md them exists y G K* such that 5’ = D,[ y]Z. 
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Proof. We deduce the proof from Theorem 2.4.1 and Proposition 2.4.2. 
5. 2-Exclusive Algebras 
Throughout this subsection 
Bernstein algebra of type (2,2). 
DEFINITION. 
A will denote a 2-exclusive second order 
(1) We will consider the following sets: 
Jf= {N E M,,2(K)ln,, = n22 = n42 = 0 and nj2 # 0 for somej}, 
JV = {N EJVln,, = o}, 
Jt;; = {N EMIn,, = 0}, 
Jy; = (N E.Hlnlz = I}, 
Jy^, = {N EJtln,, # 0 and nr2 = 01. 
(2) A basis {e, U, o,, vz} of A is standard if 
e E I,(A), u E u,, V, GA’ nV,, v2 EVA -A’. 
Let us notice that every algebra A under the conditions in this subsection 
possesses a standard basis. 
THEOREM 2.5.1. Let A be a 2-exclusive algebra. Then there is a basis 
{e,u, v,, vz} and a matrix N ENsuch that the multiplication table is given by 
evz 
uv1 
e2 = e, 
1 eu = mu, u2 = 0, evl = 0, and 
UVB 
2 01 =N ;r. I 1 4 
v1v!2 
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Conversely, every algebra with the above conditions is u 2-exclu.civv 
second order Bernstein algebra qf t!lpe (2,2). 
is ussociuted to A with respect to a standard hasis (e, IL, c,, G?) if thv 
multiplication table satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2.5.1. 
(2) Two matrices in M are called congmrnt if thev are associated to thr 
same algebra. This relation is an equivalence relation to -9: 
Proof. Let (e, u, c,, c2} be a standard hasis with associated matrix M. 
\Ve know that I,,(A) = {e + pu p E K}. If d = 6’ + ,vu is another i&nq)o- 
tent element and IX = WL + yu, + 20~. then dtc: = (x,/2 + AI;, /q + 
A);, JX)~ + (A, + A& p)~,. Consr:quentl~- dim Ker I>,., = 2 if and only if 
A, + A:,, J) = 0, which is equi\&mt to the existenw of ;I unique idtmpotcwt 
elernmt c’ such that dim Ker L,, = 2 [e’ = (J - ( A,/A:,L)~~], and dearl~~ thcx 
above condition doesn’t depend OII the puticldar iclempotent c~lenwnt CJ 
considered. w 
~~OHOLLAIn’ 2.,5.3. Let N bf> N tnutrix mwcintd to A. ?‘herl: 
(1) A hs double presentation if ud only If Al,, # 0. In thnt (YLW thrrc i.s 
iVt congrumt with N and .mch thut A\ = 0. 
(2) A i.s coherent if and onhy if A, f 0 ( itl which c‘use Al,, = 0 hy (1)). 
Moreol;rr, there is another mntrix N’ congmrnt with N nnrl ~sutisjijrq 
A; = 1. 
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DEFINITION. 
(1) For CY, @, y E K* and 5 E K we define the application T, P y t : , / 
(2) If p E K, then the application rP :Jt/’ -+M is defined by 
0 A, 
A’:, 0 
AL 0 
qIW) = A?, - 4( A::$ P 0 
Ai2 - 2[2(A;?)P + A;:,(4A,A;, - Ai2)] p A;* 
Ayz - 2A;,(2A,AO,, + 2A$ - Ai2)p Ale 
PROPOSITION 2.5.4. 
(1) Let N, N’ be two matrices in 4,. Then N and N’ are congruent if and 
only if there exist LY, p, y E K” and 5, p E K such that N’ = 
7,. p. y, ,(q(N))- 
(2) Let N, N’ be two matrices in Jy;. Then N and N’ are congruent if and 
only if there exist, a, p E K* and 5, p E K such that N’ = 7,. 8, ,, ((r!,( N )>. 
(3) Two matrices N, N’ in X2 are congruent if and only if there exist 
CY, /3, y E K* and 5 E K such that N’ = T a, 0. Y. t(N). 
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Proof. Let A be a 2-exclusive algebra with N as associated matrix with 
respect to the standard basis {e, u , o I, us}. 
(1): If’ N E./&, then A is noncoherent by Corollary 2.5.3. The proof 
follows from the following two facts: 
6) If (c, u’, G’,, cl,} is a basis of A, then it is standard if and only if 
II’ = ffll, U; = flu,, zk = y( [c, + /3fjz) for some (Y, p, y E K* and 5 E K. 
The new products are given by 
(ii) If F = P + p, p E K, is another idrmpotent element and we take 
ii := 11, t_, := -2/Qu + I;,, ‘;? := -2(2h,4, + h:;,)pn + 7:?. 
then (0, 11, c,, C?} is a basis of A satisfying ?” = ?, +?Yi = +E, G” = 0, and 
The other two cases follow in a similar way. bv Corollary 2.5.2: for (2). if 
N EN/;, then A is coherent; for (3), if A7 E.&, &en A has double presenta- 
tion and & is the only idempotent element of A satisfiring that cV,. = 0. W 
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THEOREM 2.5.5. If A is a 2-exclusive second order Bernstein algebra of 
type (2,2>, then A has a standard basis {e, u, ol, vz} with e2 = e, eu = iu, 
u2 = eo, = 0, and the other nonxero products belong to one and only one of 
the types listed below: 
I. A noncoherent 
Case (a). U(V n A2) # (0): 
A( 1): ucl = u v; = ap + ae2jl vu1v2 = u + v1 
A(2): uvl = u v; = u + “v, v1v* = v, 
A(3): uv, = u v; = LYV, v,v* = 01 
A(4): uvl = u U; = u + cxlj, vo102 = u (LYEK*) 
A(5): UC, = u ~1” = avI v,vj2 = u (agK*) [Y’ 
A(6): UV] = u ve = u + c4!V] 
A(7): zmD1 = v vi = (~6~ 
(~EK*) [Y’ 
(a=K*) [y2 
Case (b). U(V n A’) = (O), UV # (O), and V(V n A2) G U: 
A(8): UC2 =u 9 v, = u GlV2 + u + av, ((YEK*) 
A(Y) : UG2 2 =u vl=u v,cz = (Yv, (cx~K*) 
A( 10) : uv2 = Ii. U162 = u + ac, (a E K*) 
A(H): w2 = IL VlV2 = au1 (a E K*) 
Case cc). U(V n A”) = CO), W f (01, and V(V n A2) c U: 
A( 12) : UIje = u vu1 zxu rj = 2) 2 
A(13): uv2=u v;=q v,v2=‘u 
A( 14) : uvg=u c;=q 
Case cd). W = (0) V(V n A’) crt U: 
A(15): vf = 11 ? v)2 11 VlV2 =u+u, 
A(16): Ep = u vz = ffu 2 VlV2 = 01 [Y”l 
A(17): v,” = u V,GL;z = u + v, 
A(18): v; = u VlV2 = v, 
A(19): UlVS = u + 01 
A( 20) : 0102 = zjl 
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Cnse (e). W = (0) and V(V n A’) C U: 
A(21): 6; = TL Vi = a11 + V, IY21 
,4(22): w; = c, u,c, = 21 
A(23): u; = 11 + c, 
A(24): v; = u, 
II. A cohwewt: 
Cnw (a). U(V n A’) # (0): 
c;[w (11). U(V n A’) = CO), w f CO), cmcl V(V n A”) c U: 
~~~~~ (c). U(v n A’) = (O), W + (01, ml V(V n A21 C U: 
A(31): ev, = 0, 11o2 = II L; = Ii G.p = cm, 
A( 32) : evg = U] ILG., == u 2 Cl = au, c,c2 = 11 
A( 33) : eu, = u, MC2 =: fI Vp = at‘, 
Case (cl). W = (0) ud V(V n A’) C U: 
A( 34) : 
,7 
f?c2 = 0, I$ = 11 u; = ff,ll v,vg = ff7fl + G, 
A(35): a2 = u, 0; = u o,u, = au + c, 
A( 36) : cv, = v, v,v2 = 21 + 2;, 
A( 37) : PUP = lj, up2 = v, 
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Case (e). UV = CO), V(V n A’) c U nnd V’ C U: 
A(38): ev, = v1 vf = u v.2=cYu+v 2 1 
A(39): ev, = v, vi = vl v,v* = u 
A(40): ev,=v, v~=u+vl 
A(41) : ev2 = vl v2 = v 2 I 
Case (0. W = (0) and V” C U: 
A( 42) : ev2 = c, v2 = fJ 1 v? = ffu 2 
A( 43) : ev2 = 6, v1v2 = u 
A( 44) : ev2 = v, vf = 11 2 
A( 45) : ev2 = v1 
III. A with double presentntion: 
Case (a). U(V n A’) # (0): 
A(46): uv, =u uv2 = v, v, 2EU v; = a,u + (Y2c, 
v,v2 = cl311 + aqvul 
A(47): UC, =u uv2 = v1 VP 2 = (Y]U + a2v, v IV2 = [YfzL + Vl 
A(48): UC, =u uv2 =v, v2  = a,u + aev1 VP2 = cY3u 
dig[r”, 72, r21 
Case (b). U(V n A’> = (01, W G V, and V(V n A’) P U: 
A(49): uv2 = u + c, v2 = u I v; = cr,u c1c2 = a2u + a:Iv, 
(aI E K*) 
A(50): uvjz = u + v, v; = u v,vz = (Y,u + CQV, (a2 E K*) 
A(51): uv2 = IL + v, c,v2 = (Y,U + azvl (a, E K*) 
Case (c). U(V n A’) = CO), W cZ V, and VW n A”> C U, V” C U: 
A( 52) : uv2 = u + 0, vf = a!,V, V2 2 = a211 + 0, (a, EK*) 
A(53) : uv2 =u +c, va = 6 
A(54): uv2 = u + v, vi 
v,vu2 = ck!u (a E K”) 
= au + v, 
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cusp (d). u(v n A’) = CO), W C V, nd V’ c U: 
Cnse (e). W c V (IIL~ V(V n A’) Q U: 
A(i)(Z) = A(j)(G’) - i =.j crrd 3y E K* i?’ == ~I,[y]?i. 
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Cases (b) and (c) are obtained when Ai, = 0, A& + 0 (then we can 
assume by congruence that Ai2 = 0 and A& = 1). If Ai # 0, then it may be 
assumed that Ai = 0 and case (b) appears. If Ai2 = 0, then we may suppose 
that Afz = 1 and we get case (c). 
The conditions Ai, = A& = 0 belong to cases (d) and (e). If At2 # 0, 
then case (d) appears when we assume (by congruence) that Afz = 0 and 
Ai2 = 1. Case (e) is got when A,, i = 0 in which case we can assume Aa2 = 1. , 
II. If A is coherent, then A, # 0 and we can assume A, = 1. 
If Ail # 0, we are in case (a); then, up to congruence, A:, = 0, Ai1 = 1, 
and Ai, = 0. The other five cases appear when Ai, = 0. They belong to the 
following conditions: 
Case (b): Ai, = 0, Ai, # 0 (A:, = 0, A& = l), Ai2 + 0 (AL, = 0). 
Case (c): Ai, = 0, Ai f 0 (A;, = 0, A& = l), Ai2 = 0. 
Case (d): Ai, = 0 = Ai2, Al2 # 0 (A& = 0, Ai2 = 1). 
Case (e): Ai, = 0 = A;,, A;, = 0, A& Z 0 (A;, = 1). 
Case (f): Ai, = 0 = A;;2, At2 = 0, A;, = 0. 
III: If A has double presentation, A, = 0, AbS = 1 may be assumed by 
congruence. The different cases belong to the following conditions for 
parameters (where, as before, we put between brackets those conditions that 
may be assumed by congruence): 
Case (a): Aill f 0 (A:, = 1, A$ = 0). 
Case (b): Ai, = 0, Ai, # 0 <Ail, = 11, Ai2 # 0 (Ah, = 0). 
Case (c): Ai, = 0, A’:, # 0 (A$ = l), A;, = 0, Ai # 0 (A& = 1). 
Case (d): Ai, = 0, A& # 0 (Ai2 = l), Al2 = 0, Ai2 = 0. 
Case (e): A:‘,, = A:;; = 0, A;, # 0 (A;, = 0, A;, = 1). 
Case (f): Ai, = A& = 0, Aiz = 0, AL9 # 0 (A;, = 1). 
Case (g): Ai, = A::, = 0, Ai2 = 0, AL, = 0. 
The last assertion in the theorem follows from the proof process, because 
at each decision point the considered condition, with the ones assumed 
before, is invariant under congruence, and two different conditions cannot 
define congruent algebras. ??
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